ERRATA

The following corrections should be applied to the print and electronic versions of Electoral History of British Columbia, 1871-1986.

P. 5, reference to ‘single transferrable vote’. Please note that reference to use of a ‘single transferable vote’ system in the general election of 1952 and 1953 is not correct. The system in use was an ‘alternative voting’ system.

P. 66, bottom row of first table should read “REASON: Resignation of G.B. Martin upon appointment to Executive Council 5 October 1894” instead of “…4 March 1895”.

P. 71, second name in list for Alberni should read “NEILL, Alan Webster” instead of “NEILL, Allan Webster”.

P. 95, thirteenth name in list for Vancouver City should read “TATLOW, Robert Garnett” instead of “TATLOW, Robert Garnet”.

P. 95, second name in list for Victoria City should read “DRURY, Richard Low” instead of “DRURY, Robert Low”.

P. 103, sixteenth name in list for Vancouver City should read “TATLOW, Robert Garnett” instead of “TATLOW, Robert Garnet”.

P. 103, fourth name in list for Victoria City should read “DRURY, Richard Low” instead of “DRURY, Robert Low”.

P. 113, third name in list for Victoria City should read “Drury, Richard Low” instead of Drury, Robert Low”.

P. 141, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 152, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 162, second name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 175, votes for ASSELSTINE, William James should read “419” instead of “9,419”.

P. 176, second name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 185, second name in list for Alberni-Nanaimo should read “PEARSON, George Sherratt” instead of “PEARSON, George Sherratt”.

P. 186, second name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 186, second name in list for The Islands should read “MacINTOSH, MacGregor Fullarton” instead of “MacINTOSH, Macgregor Fullarton”.
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P. 196, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 198, fifth name in list for Vancouver Centre should read “LEFEAUX, Wallis Walter” instead of “LeFEAUX, Wallis Walter”.

P. 206, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 216, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 218, fifth name in list for Vancouver Centre should read “McDONELL, Allan James” instead of “McDONELL, Alan James”.

P. 227, second name in list for Prince Rupert should read “HILLS, George Edwin” instead of “HILLS, George Ewin”.

P. 234, fourth name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 245, fifth name in list for Burnaby should read “WINCH, Ernest Edward” instead of “Winch, Ernest Edward”.

P. 247, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 256, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 268, third name in list for Fernie should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas Aubert”.

P. 273, bottom row of first table should read “REASON: Resignation of T.J. Irwin 24 April 1957 to contest federal election (Burnaby-Richmond, 10 June 1957)” instead of “...26 April 1957”.

P. 323, second name in list for Burnaby North should read “DAILLY, Eileen Elizabeth” instead of “DAILLY, Eileen Elizabet”.

P. 341, first name in list for Cariboo should read “FRASER, Alexander Vaughan” instead of “FRASER, Alexander Vaughn”.

P. 345, fourth name in list for Vancouver-Little Mountain should read “MOWAT, Douglas Lyall” instead of “Douglas Lyle MOWAT”.

P. 351, fourth name in list for Cariboo should read “FRASER, Alexander Vaughan” instead of “FRASER, Alexander Vaughn”.

P. 352, third name in list for Dewdney should read “JACOBSEN, Johan Alvin Norman” instead of “JACOBSEN, Johann Alvin Norman”.
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P. 383, sixth name in list should read “JACOBSEN, Johann Alvin Norman” instead of “JACOBSEN, Johan Alvin Norman”.

P. 404, fourth name in list should read “UPHILL, Thomas Hubert” instead of “UPHILL, Thomas”.


P. 530 Date of disenfranchisement for Chinese and Indians should read 1872, instead of 1874.

P. 531, eleventh name in list should read “Harry Denyer Francis” instead of “Harry Denyor Francis”.

P. 533, fifth entry in list should read “1872 Chinese and native Indians disenfranchised (SBC 1872, no. 39), instead of (SBC 1874, no.12).

P. 534, reference to ‘single transferrable vote’. Please note that the reference to use of a ‘single transferable vote’ system in the general election of 1952 and 1953 is not correct. The system in use was an ‘alternate voting’ system.

P. 540, 1979 electoral district listed for JORDAN, Patricia Jane should read “Okanagan North” instead of “North Okanagan”.
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